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Chapter 1 : The Addiction Spectrum: A Compassionate, Holistic Approach to Recovery
Recovering Academic September 4th, When Elrena and I first began talking about Mama, PhD, we quickly developed a
wish list of contributors, and Jennifer Margulis' name was on both our lists.

Margulis, an award winning writer and professor of investigative journalism at Brandeis University, illustrates
clearly why American children consistently land at the bottom of all international measures of wellness. The
Business of Baby: Photo by Jennifer Margulis. When I took my oldest daughter to her six-month well-baby
visit at a big pediatric practice on Peachtree Boulevard in Atlanta, the doctors were running behind. At first the
baby stood on my lap, holding my hands and bouncing up and down, smiling at the other patients. But as it got
closer to naptime, she started to fuss. As the minutes ticked by, her whines became more strident. I walked her
around, even taking her outside to look at the cloudless sky. Used to napping in her crib, Hesperus started to
sob from fatigue. When it was finally our turn to be seen, I was also close to tears. I explained we had waited
for almost an hour and Hesperus was long overdue for a nap. My face felt numb. Hesperus had never needed
medicationâ€”or been sickâ€”before this visit. But I waited to give my daughter the antibiotic. After a
much-needed nap, the baby was her happy self again. I found out later that if our pediatrician had waited
twenty minutes and looked in her ears again when Hesperus was calm, she would not have seen any sign of
infection. Because my daughter did not have an ear infection. Middle ear otitis media infections are more
difficult to diagnose correctly than you might expect. Behind the eardrum is the middle ear. The doctor made
the diagnosis of an infection based on observing the eardrum. Normally the eardrum is white, a
semitranslucent membrane covering what looks like a tiny arm. This is actually a bone the malleus or hammer
, which picks up sound vibrations. An eardrum may be red or pink because of an infection. But an eardrum
may be red or pink for another reason. Since the pediatrician was already running forty-five minutes behind,
she needed to get us out of the office as quickly as possible. Pediatricians, like everybody else, want to please
their patients. In the United States ear infections are one of the most overdiagnosed and overtreated infections
among American children, who collectively receive more than thirty million courses of antibiotics for ear
infections each year. One blogger, who disagreed with her point of view, wrote: She is passionate about
investigating the overlooked dangers of mainstream practices, especially when scientific evidence has been
brushed aside in favor of special interests. Uncovering these issues is a matter of social justice. Margulis is
also a regular contributor to Family. Margulis has a B. She was awarded a highly competitive and prestigious
Fulbright fellowship in and taught American literature at the University of Abdou Moumouni in Niamey,
Niger West Africa for the academic year. A Boston native, Margulis lives in Ashland, Oregon just 15 miles
from the border with northern California with her husband and four children.
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Chapter 2 : Jennifer Margulis, PhD â€“ Kindred Media
Jennifer Margulis, Ph.D., is an investigative journalist, book author, and Fulbright awardee. She is the author of Your
Baby, Your Way: Taking Charge of Your Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Parenting Decisions for a Happier, Healthier Family,
co-author (with Paul Thomas, M.D.) of The Vaccine-Friendly Plan, and co-author (also with Paul Thomas, M.D.

Those who received an antidepressant or placebo did better than those who got only support. An earlier review
found antidepressants offered minimal benefit over placebos except in very severe depression, where the
benefit was substantial. And a study found antidepressants were no more effective even in severe depression;
very depressed people were just less responsive to placebos. You posted a meta-analysis and said it supported
your claim â€” just dig in a bit and tell us where it did. You read it, obviously, and considered the entirety of
the analysis, including the self-described limitations and caveats â€” just point us towards where your original
citation supported your statement. Anthony Yes I used the word addiction haphazardly. My intention was to
convey that many people experience extremely dangerous withdrawl symptoms when trying to come off of
SSRIs. Are you saying that the conclusion that the authors reached is off? Or are you saying my understanding
of the conclusion of the study is off? And by majority of people I do mean that. Only in severe depression. If
you have data to show otherwise, please share it and I am happy to update my model. Perhaps we could start
with the stated conclusion of the paper â€” do you find error in that, as it is presented in the paper? Anthony
The study above found that antidepressants barely did better than placebos except in very severe depression,
where the benefit was substantial but a study found antidepressants were no more effective even in severe
depression; very depressed people were just less responsive to placebos. Anthony Sure, right here in the
conclusion section of the paper. For patients with very severe depression, the benefit of medications over
placebo is substantial. So for patients with mild or moderate depression for whom make up the majority of
people being diagnosed, by definition that study found antidepressants were minimal or nonexistent. From
Kirsch, et al. Drugâ€”placebo differences in antidepressant efficacy increase as a function of baseline severity,
but are relatively small even for severely depressed patients. The relationship between initial severity and
antidepressant efficacy is attributable to decreased responsiveness to placebo among very severely depressed
patients, rather than to increased responsiveness to medication. You inserted that language in parentheses, but
reading the paper, the data do not support that statement. Anthony What does it say? What do you think I think
it says? My point was antidepressents of which those are two of the biggest and to the best of my
understanding, included in the data set. Roadstergal I do not see where the paper supports your assertion
regardless of brand names. Anthony I actually misspoke re: Prozac, the two drugs in the study were Paroxetine
and Imipramine, commonly referred to as Paxil and Tofranil. Heidi Yeah, I can see that. Fix your link, and we
can read and comment on it. I only see a small open-label Phase II that is not yet recruiting. If MDMA passes
clinical trials and becomes part of the accepted treatment paradigm for PTSD, will you then start railing
against it as establishment medicine? Again, a very conventional treatment regimen for PTSD. Maps Phase 3
Trials: We just got breakthrough status designation from the FDA, so this is a huge breakthrough for
integrating psychedelic medicines into mainstream treatment. Western medicine is world class at crisis
interventions like broken bones, heart attacks, etc. Especially because we rarely address lifestyle, relationships
or emotional issues. What specific modality did you use? There is a good movie coming out that includes
testimonials from soldiers and people in the maps study at http: Everyone I know who has had mental health
treatment, including me, has had therapy as part of it, that specifically addresses lifestyle, relationship, and
emotional issues. Lifestyle is a big part of non-mental health, as well. Every time I go in for a checkup, they
check my weight, blood pressure, and other general health labs, and discuss diet and exercise. Zyprexa in
combination with therapy. A few recent headlines:
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Chapter 3 : Mama, PhD: Women Write about Motherhood and Academic Life - Google Books
A Compassionate, Holistic Approach to Recovery. by Paul Thomas, MD and Jennifer Margulis, PhD Chances are you
know someone who has been affected by addiction. Maybe it's you.

The Fast Food Nation of the baby industry. What genre does your book fall under? Where did the idea come
from for the book? But I always believed you had to travel with disposables. As I started investigating the
marketing tactics used by plastic diaper companies I also started questioning my assumptions. Was it really
any harder than using disposables? I also found out that the major proponent of delayed potty training in
America, a much love and well trusted pediatrician, has long had an undisclosed conflict of interest as a paid
spokesperson for Pampers. As pregnant women and new parents, we are eager to make changes in our lives.
But often the information we get is from people with something they want us to buy. How long did it take you
to write the first draft of the manuscript? Who or what inspired you to write this book? Will your book be
self-published or represented by an agency? My agent is Gillian MacKenzie. On October 13, the book
proposal went to auction. It was bought by Scribner an imprint of Simon and Schuster. They are my publisher.
What other works would you compare this book to within your genre? What actors would you choose to play
the part of your characters in a movie rendition? Everyone always said my mother looked like Meryl Strep.
But neither my dad or mom is in the book beyond the acknowledgments. If the book were turned into a movie,
it would be a hard-hitting documentary like Food, Inc. So all the characters 90 percent of the people I
interviewed are identified by their real first and last names would be played by themselves. At the end of every
chapter is a real-life story: A conservative young mom explains how she changed her mind about
breastfeeding; A trained sonogram technician discusses why she believes pregnant women should eschew
ultrasounds; A first-time mom shares her decision to leave the obstetric practice and have a homebirth; A
military dad of three gives the poop on diapering; and a doctor argues the case against obstetrics. Alisa
Bowman yes, she has a new book coming out. She is the author of Your Baby, Your Way: A Compassionate,
Holistic Approach to Recovery. Follow her on Facebook , Twitter , and Pinterest. Watch her in the series, The
Truth About Vaccines.
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Chapter 4 : The Next Big Thing: New Books Coming Out and Why You Should Read Them â€” Jennifer Ma
The Addiction Spectrum A Compassionate, Holistic Approach to Recovery. by Paul Thomas M.D., Jennifer Margulis
PhD. On Sale: 09/04/ Price: $

A give out personal information like her phone number? I honestly see no point in a live debate. Second, I like
that print offers both women the chance to back data and arguments with links to peer-reviewed research, and
also the opportunity for readers to cite specific parts of the debate without having to link to a video where
viewers have to sift through the footage to get to the relevant part s being highlighted. So many stories in the
popular media in the past few days. Young CC Prof My favorite quote from the second: Why are doctors at
the second hospital too greedy, stupid or impatient to just let mothers birth as nature intended? If you have to
have a C-section, only a fool would want someone other than the best there is. And there probably are a few
other types of emergencies in which you know someone will die without a CS. But those are rare exceptions.
The Bofa on the Sofa To be honest, I am very leery about recommendations made by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services about rationing of treatment. They are not being made on the basis of best medicine. I
want links and careful print. The Computer Ate My Nym you win for having the most vociferous and best
organized blog commentators out there I feel oddly complimented by this statement. Actually this is a hive of
well informed, passionate people who by virtue of our united goal, the saving of babies, happen to swarm
threads where the batlight of ignorance is shining the brightest. If the other side is more organized than you,
you lose. Young CC Prof As the military says, no organized force is ever outnumbered by a disorganized
force, regardless of the actual numbers involved. She knows perfectly well her popularity is based on an
ignorant audience. Mariana Baca Mostly I feel left out of these secret organization meetings. We switched
them to Tuesdays at the fallback site. The Primal Birth Warriors were closing in on the original meeting site.
Blogging is a much better medium, since people who are inclined to actually think about the facts will be able
to find them in a more easily understandable way. As well as we have seen Dr. Amy speak in the past, trying
to decipher the message would get lost upon many who are trying to adhere to or keep up with the spin
provided by Margulis. Blogging puts the facts to prints and allows time for processing of data and permanent
record, whereas live debate will leave content lost on many. I see a live debate going something like when I
was 6 years old and dreamed my favorite dog could fly. Oh how I can still see him now, flying through the
halls and family room 6 feet in the air. Obviously, my mother tried to correct my comprehension with facts of
physics and nature. I just wanted to believe in my own little fantasy world. I see Margulis and the NCB
followers lining up to stomp their feet loud enough only to hear what they want to support their little fantasy
land. I would suggest YOU should be taking control of the situation and you being the one to suggest how to
deliver this debate? Either give her a non private number or ask for her number so YOU can call her? Or at the
very least go along with her suggestion at least to prove whether or not she will pull out. Other equally good
forums were recommended to Jennifer and she still has not responded. Ashley L You know, there is such a
thing as youtube, hangout, facetime, etc. Hey guys, we live in the internet age! Ducky Amy, do you actually
want to debate her? Why not pursue this and let her be the one to back off? Improbabilty of TV coverage or
not, right now you look like the one whose bluff got called out. Trixie Of course she wants to debate her. Why
else would she write an essay stating that she wants to debate her? Amazed They all seem sincere. Dr Aviva
Romm also seemed sincere before flouncing off. Susan I just want to chime in that I DO like the idea of a live
face to face debate. We all know that she is accused of being abrasive or MEAN all the time. But that is so
NOT the persona of the real live Dr. Tutuer and I think she would just blow anyone she was debating out of
the water with her facility with all these facts. Amy gets interrupted constantly. Busbus Maybe someone with
experience moderating political debates? Not that I think it works out so well in some political debates.
Busbus I agree that the choice of moderator if there is one is crucial. But if it does come to a face-to-face, go
on the offensive right out of the gate and shut her down that way. Also keep in mind: Another reason for the
NCBers to put it in writing. Mariana Baca What about a compromise between on air and text, and have a
series or Youtube postings each? You guys can prepare and have citations, but the verbal format will come
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through. Captain Obvious I would just make a post calling her out. Break it out in paragraphs by topic. Start
with Homebirth risk, the CPM v. CNM differences, then vaccines, then breastfeeding shaming of. Start with
points about each with your views and wait for her to answer them. Then once they finally do sit down you
can drill them another birth canal. You can always cross your fingers behind your back when you do. I guess it
runs in the family? Amazed Are you surprised? Never heard the chant of homebirth mothers? She has a PhD
in music! Life Tip Which is still mind boggling. How someone can come away even from a ph. Amazed
Which, of course, makes them experts in delivering babies with their own two hands. Never heard of her
before. We really do need a hall of shame. Amazed Damn it, I knew it was a real story and not something I
made up to make my point. The problem is when you start using philosophy to answer the first question.
Young CC Prof Oh, absolutely. Going to college and ignoring ever single thing you learned in order to rebel
against the man? I have heard her name before. Even a layperson knows better. Julia Her mother, Lynn, came
up with the endosymbiont theory early in her career i. But she became a HIV denialist later in her life. So you
can be both. Young CC Prof Yeah, there are quite a few examples of really groundbreaking scientists who
went, um, offtrack, later in their careers.
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Chapter 5 : The mind blowing grandiosity of quacktivists Jennifer Margulis and Kelly Brogan | The Skeptica
Every year, American universities publish glowing reports stating their commitment to diversity, often showing statistics
of female hires as proof of success. Yet, although women make up increasing numbers of graduate students, graduate
degree recipients, and even new hires, academic life remains overwhelming a man's world.

Similarly, the applicants provide favorite to exercise test. A practice test is communicating and stimulating as
associated to pdf material. For example, statistics display; several a scholar who fails the CCNA Routing and
Switching Cisco Certified Network Associate, they have no need to fail in the exam after getting prepared
with the annoying approaches. Jennifer margulis vaccine debate essay Sunday, November 11, Essay chinese
cultural revolution facts nature nurture gender essay canada american relations essay writing gta 4 graphics
mod comparison essay. Essay on 26 january in gujarati horoscopes Essay on 26 january in gujarati horoscopes
gay adoption rights essay. Aking ina essay Aking ina essay nursing world nursing sensitive indicators essay uk
dissertation editing cost distinctive voices essay hsci st peters guildford admissions essay research papers on
malaria francisco arcellana essays about life morality play barry unsworth essay writing the corporation movie
essay reviews cinema video essays for college. Good pieces of art to analyze an essay Good pieces of art to
analyze an essay introduction for macbeth essay essay george w carver robotics research paper pdf birches
poetry analysis essay my reflected best self essay a2 psychology aqa essays about love writing a personal
experience essay research papers on chitin degrading enzymes in food. Kind of audio lingual method essay
breaking away movie essay review boshears skyfest winning essays online social media data collection essays.
Article 2 echr essays Article 2 echr essays democracy vs republic essay writer essay edit symbols chart, umass
dartmouth application essay azetidine synthesis essay causes of poverty in developing countries essay writing
history of computer viruses essays on education co sleeping safety research paper essay about social
entrepreneurship revistas unidad editorial essay importance of computer essay words equals iiser mohali
integrated phd admission essay puritan american dream essay daad germany research paper evaluierung oder
evaluation essay salem witch trials dbq essays importance of protecting nature essay carmel essay vacation
essay street crimes essay allan bloom interpretive essay writing my autobiography essays ads are misleading
essay writing network design project essay can the ends always justify the means essays i am a dreamer essay
help dyslexia essays. Narratology literary criticism essay thomas jefferson research paper dharma in
mahabharata essays on success gregory j essayan logik konjunktion beispiel essay things to write about on an
essay. Good attention getter for persuasive essay gender equality gp essay teacher role in education essay
essay on academic goals for college tom wolfe essay new journalism paper. Liu post admissions essay for
suny Liu post admissions essay for suny. Homovanillic acid synthesis essay Homovanillic acid synthesis essay
good attention getter for persuasive essay. I am a dreamer essay help dissertation olaf bogdahn parametrische
lineare optimierung beispiel essay tv commercials using ethos pathos logos essay obama state of union speech
essay 14 leadership traits essays republic day essay in kannada language translator harlan county usa essay
writing english essay marking symbols for inductive bible study, essay american revolutionary war teaching
portfolio reflective essay writing presenting qualitative data dissertation defense tom wolfe essay new
journalism paper. Bachendri pal short essay about life Bachendri pal short essay about life geothermal energy
essay iiser mohali integrated phd admission essay peter skrzynecki poems belonging essay about myself
protect our environment pollution essay essay on direct effect of eu law database personal narrative essays on
traveling abroad public policy research papers dissertation literature review length of small helping the
homeless essay in jackson ms essay about society of jesus importance of protecting nature essay selves an
essay in revisionary metaphysics and christianity. Personal essay introducing yourself in korean translation
english to afrikaans essay on ghosts salai vithigal essay writer lanyer the description of cooke ham analysis
essay rta service sign posting essay aluminum foil thickness essay cite marine la prenessaye 22 weeks
essayons ravana youtube. Essays about simon from lord of the flies Essays about simon from lord of the flies.
Jennifer margulis vaccine debate essay 4 stars based on 87 reviews fratelliengineering. You can follow any
responses to this entry through the RSS 2. Both comments and pings are currently closed.
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Chapter 6 : Hereâ€™s why I want to debate you, Jennifer Margulis | The Skeptical OB
Dr Paul Thomas and Jennifer Margulis's new book, The Addiction Spectrum is a "Must-have" resource for every family.
As we all know someone who is addicted to.

Chapter 7 : Jennifer Margulis | Jefferson Public Radio
The Addiction Spectrum by Paul Thomas M.D., Jennifer Margulis PhD We'd love you to buy this book, and hope you find
this page convenient in locating a place of purchase.

Chapter 8 : The Business of Baby: Audio Interview with Jennifer Margulis and Book Excerpt â€“ Kindred M
The truth: Addiction is a condition that, like many others, exists on a spectrum. We are more vulnerable to becoming
addicted to substances at certain points in our lives and based on the evidence provided in The Addiction Spectrum,
most effective at kicking addiction when we take a holistic approach.
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